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ABSTRACT

Website application has been used widely for business purposes. People will always

tend to find the simplest way of manipulating the technology. Internet has been

widely used as one of the main way to perform businesses. Through the development

of websites, companies or businesses can advertise their products, do business

transactions and provide services without face to face interactions with the customers.

This is popularly known as e-commerce. E-commerce will ease customers to get the

service provided without having problem that will benefits by reducing expenses of

inventory, employees, purchasing cost and order processing cost and at the same

time, they can have access to a wider range of customers. The idea of semantic in a

website, which is incorporated in the design aid tool, will ensure a better website

service. This project is to develop a website prototype that provides tailoring service

with the semantic drag and drop function as the tool for designing custom clothes.

Currently, people need to go to a tailor shop to get new clothes to be sewn. Existing

websites only provide online buying for their ready made clothes. But with the

service provided by the website, customers just need to click and make their order

through the Internet and they can also design and order their own clothes the way

they want.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

Most of the people especially women nowadays has been very concern to the way

they dress and been very curious about their appearance in front of the public. Relate

to that, what the people wearing plays big roles for them to feel comfortable and

confident inthe public. Some people prefer not to goto the tailor, in fact just go the

shopping mall or boutiques to buy the ready made clothes. With this, the design of

the clothes is restricted to the way the designer's creation. Meanwhile, there still

people that prefer to go to the tailor shop to order their clothes as with this, they can

customized their clothes and definitely will fit their figure measurements. In order to

obtain comfortable and good clothes sewn, it has to be sewn by a well-known tailor.

However, theyarenoteasily reachable and located far from home.

This research project focuses on e-commerce that offers possible solutions to the

problem. With e-commerce, custom-designed ordering ofclothes can be done online.

This should be an effective way to reach the preferred tailors for the customers. In

addition, thetailor alsocanenlarge theirmarket to potential customers.

This research project also focuses on the semantic concept that will be used for the

design aid tool to allow the customer todesign their own clothes. Semantic concept in
design aid tool will help to ease users during the process of designing their clothes

online.



1.2 Problem Statement

Most people will definitely go and find a very suitable and comfortable dress or

clothes towear and they do not mind totravel far astoreach for their preferable tailor

or to have theirclothes sewn. Some jobs andchanging jobs require people to relocate

to new places. These people might have difficulties to get a new preferred tailor each
time they are moving to new places. Some existing tailor or boutiques offer online

services but only sell ready made clothes which restrict users tochoose from existing

collections. These online clothing stores do not allow the customer to order their own

custom-designed clothes online.

13 Objectives

The objective ofthe project is to develop an online tailoring service that incorporates

a design aid tool to:-

• allow users to order ready made clothes online,

• design andorder custom-designed clothes, and

• view the collections of clothes from the stores online.

1.4 Project Scope and Limitations

The primary focus ofproject is on the development ofthe designing aid tool for tool
to enhance quality service of the existing e-tailors or boutiques. The studies also

focus on the applying semantic concept in creating the design aid tool, which based
on a drag and drop function. Only 2D visualizations on the designed images isgiven

to the users, so they can only view the static images.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Overview

The main idea of this project is to provide online tailoring which enable user to order

their custom-design clothes online. The discussions divided into two main parts, e-

commerce and semantic concepts. These two topics is used for analytical, critical and

objectives reviews on the chosen topic and area.

2.2 E-commerce

E-commerce (electronic commerce) can be define by distributing, buying, selling,

marketing and servicing of products or services on the Internet and other computer

networks, especially the World Wide Web. It typically uses electronics

communications technology such as Internet, extranets, e-mail, e-books, databases,

catalogues and mobile phones.



2.2.1 Types ofe-commerce

According to Queensland Government Website, Department of State Development,

there are four main types of e-commerce which are:-

• B2B (Business-to-Business)

Companies doing business with each other such as manufacturers

selling to distributors and wholesalers selling to retailers. Pricing is

based on quantity of order and is often negotiable.

• B2C(Business-to-Consumer)

Businesses selling to the general public typically through catalogs

utilizingshoppingcart software. The businesscan be in different fields

but may reach the customer within minutes and without human

interactions. For example, the book selling business can reach the

same customers who purchase airplane tickets at the same time.

• C2B(Consumer-to-Business)

In this type of e-commerce, consumer posts his project with a set

budget online and within hours companies review the consumer's

requirements and bid on the project. The consumer reviews the bids

and selects the company that will complete the project. For example,

Elance empowers consumers around the world by providing the

meeting ground and platform for such transactions.

• C2C(Consumer-to-Consumer)

There are many sites offering free classifieds, auctions, and forums

where individuals can buy and sell thanks to online payment systems

like PayPal where people can send and receive money online with

ease. EBay's auction service is a great example of where person-to-

person transactions take place everyday since 1995.



To get engaged with e-commerce, there are primary principals that should not be

forgotten by the businesses. Those are: - 1) Providing the product or service to be

purchased; 2) marketing necessary; 3) the exchange of money for the product or

service; 4) a delivery mechanism and 5) customer service and communication. These

principals are then modified to suit the e-commerce environment so that the

objectives to conduct e-commerce can be achieved and succeeded.

2.2.2 Advantages and Problems ofe-commerce

There a lots of advantages of integrating e-commerce. E-commerce offers unlimited

market place and business access which extend customer base. As the business runs

through Internet, customers are given the opportunity to browse and shop at their

places and conveniences. They also can access the services from home, office or even

on the road 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. E-commerce can lower the cost of doing

business as it will reduce the inventory, employees, purchasing cost, and order

processing cost associated with faxing or phone calls. It can also eliminate physical

stores, which reduce the costs. With right software, all the business administration

tasks can be automatically stored, categorized and updated in real-time, and accessed

on demand. E-commerce gives great advantages to small companies business to

compete in the business environment. It helps to reduced marketing or advertisement

expenses, and competes on equal footing with larger companies. This will shrinks the

gap between small companies from bigger companies.

However, e-commerce also creates several problems. In order to apply the e-

commerce, businesses need to find people who have appropriate Internet experience.

Other than that, e-commerce marketing will become more important as there are now

thousands of e-commerce website all over the world. So the marketing is necessary in

order to ensure people visit the website. E-commerce marketing can be develop

starting with knowing the target user. This is like the other marketing plan, the first

and major component is to identify the audience that business trying to reach.

According to Feig, author of Streetwise Low-Cost Web Site Promotion

(http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/) there are generals categories of people on the

internet.



• Simplifiers: want ease ofaccess and use

• Surfers:expectevolvingcontent and varietyofproductsand services.

• Newbies: need to be taken by the hand through the site.

• Barginers: looking for price and product comparison

• Traditionalists: into gathering and validating information

• Sportsters: stay longer on a site that is entertaining

• Information mavens: want experts in the fields, products or services.

• Gamesters and interactions seekers: also prefer entertaining sites. \

Before tackle the site on how to promote, first need to understand the target user and

what matters to them. Categories of people that have been recognized to involve in

this website are simplifiers, surfers and barginers. Designing using drag and drop

function satisfies the user who wants ease of access and use. For surfers, as they

expect evolving content and variety of products and services, the service of having

online ordering for custom design clothes would satisfy them. While cutting cost for

traveling to reach favorite tailors would give advantages to the barginers.



2.2.3 Existing clothing store websites

There are several e-commerce on clothing available on the Internet and they are

served in several ways such as using photo gallery website, forum website or official

website to display all the collections of clothes.

For example, clothing stores that using photo gallery website to perform their

business is available at http://ctredzuan.fotopages.com. Siti, one of the users of

www.fotopages.com is using the website to display collections from her clothing

stores.

i«] STOK BAJU BATIK DAN JUBAH - siti's FotoPage - Fotopages.com

file Etlt V.ew Favorites Took Help

I , Bad- Hi J'; -, ..'Search • Favorites g~'

V, - : !«j http://ctrediuan.ftjtapages.coni/JBntry=682318

iron tir.jv. EsAisiLUAiJ j;.;^/-.:1

By: CtR-?ci?ki^.n'. Msaem
. Fotoascis": I 'Share &<.', Fninn?g°" j iTrack tins roto^avfi •

View conipIcte fotopatie

.£,(1 itemr«™inirg)F*wiifc>B^ pictured

Figure 1 Screenshot of Existing E-commerce - Siti's Fotopages
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There are also available business owners using forum on a website to promote their

collections. For example the author with the username "eriksatria" is using a forum

on the http://www.bangsar.net.my to do online business. According to the page, it

clearly see that there was error on the displaying the images. With this method,

business owner does not have the own control of the images and activities on the

marketing. Italldepends onthewebsite system onhow the displays would appear.

CJ Bangsar BaruCommunity Forum: Kain SulamBunga!!! Cantik!!! -

• F,le Edit tfe-.v Favorites Tools Mp

^Badt - '.Jti .Si -e" Search •Favorites •&• • - . _. yj -

f, • \, <jjhrO://,.v.''n.ban;j5ar.net.^y^Drijm/forL'ii_rKists.aEorriD-4;o

Author

eriksatria
Bangsar Fre=hli

Message

Posted! lB?5ept9Tnber?2006 at 6:36pm | IP Lag5*°

Assalarnualaikum dan Salam Sejahtera

a'J. <>

== Prev Topic | Neirt Topic »

".Vquote, i

Joined! 13?Saptcmb5r? . . ......
20O6 Inginkelihatan cantik dan menawan? Ingin teman wanita atau isten anda kelihatan
online status:offline anggun dan mempesona?

Anda akart dilihat begitu jika memakai baju kurung dan jubah yang dibuat dari kain
yang bersulamkan bung a ini.

Sila lihat kain-kain ni dan buat pilihan anda!

Kain 3 meter bidang 60

httpiiVimp54.imnQe^harl<.Lis/ima54/9864/Hl()3D9Qriil).th.ipo*>

iir_tp://imq222.imaacshack.us/iitiq222/570Z/1003091tal.rJi.ipq'>

J3

!HI

htr_p-//imn2ai'.imaaesh3ck.Lre/imQ222f'6'166M003092xct5.th.ipq''>

iittp://iinn 22 2.imaGeshar;k.us/[iTio222/6863/I003»0Hlb7.th.iBq'>

'" ht;p:i//img£4.iri)jgcGhacl<.U5/iriiu54/47it3/lQ03n9eafa.l:h.ipa''>

-

Figure 2 Screenshot of ExistingE-commerce - www.bangsar.net.my/forum



Having one's own website is most suitable for marketing the products such as

clothes. All the designs and commerce activities are under control and it is easier to

manage the site.

Below are two examples of official clothing storeswebsite.

81us Muslim Kalem
Blus Muslim Mewah
Ceiana - Rok
Stelan Muslim

•;\

Kerudung • kerpus - pashmirta
Jubah muslim
Baju Pria
Kerne] a kaos

Baju anak-anak
La in-lain

Kaicgori > Bifts Muslim Mewah > Koleksi 01
'Hsrgs ter;antijmdi hg.val. acslahi untukkota BATAM (sudah totmasukonakss kirim)
hHarga untuk kota lainnys sllafikan kontafc kami

fad" fit Kode ! E14

E u latun bs et tang.r

Eahan . katun Gahan r k&tun

Rp 67.500 Rp 50.000 Rp 50.000

Figure 3 Screenshot of Existing E-commerce - www.islamiati.com
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Figure 4 Screenshot of Existing E-commerce - www.ranti.com

Both Islamiati.com and Ranti.com provides online clothing stores where customers

can order clothes online. Those clothes are ready made clothes which user pick from

the catalog on the website. These collections are categorized to its type of design and

the target user of the design. For example, in Islamiati Website, it has collections

under categories of Muslims blouse, tudung, and also robes. However, these both

websites only sell ready-made clothes to the customer not custom-designed clothes.

None of the reviewed online clothing stores provide a custom-designed clothes

ordering online.
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2.3 Semantic Concepts

In English, the word semantic means "of or relating to meaning." In the science of

linguistics, semantics is more explicit: It's the study of meaning based on the

historical and psychological significance of words and terms. Semantic is concerned

with the meaning of an element, and how that element describes the content it

contains (Holzschlag, 2005).

Semantic is the intelligence of the system that will ease the user. Semantic

technologies offer a new way to integrate data and applications. A formal mapping of

the meaning of terms from different information sources is developed and a

knowledge model of the relationships among these terms is created. Built on top of

the first two levels, this lets you move data in and out of systems while ensuring that

the data is referring to the same thing. In computer system, computer will find the

meaning of semantic data by following hyperlinks to definitions of key terms and

rules for logically reasoning about data.

Semantic concept is can be use in the design tool as to produce a tool that ease the

user. For example, JOME (Java OpenMath Editor), a Software Component for

Interactive and Distributed Mathematics is using semantic concept for its tool. JOME

is a self-contained software component written in Java (as a Java bean) dedicated to

the visualization and manipulation ofmathematical formulae, jome has some support

for manipulating formulas with semantic drag and drop (the selection can be moved

from one side of an operator to the other with a relevant mathematical transformation

performed). This makes it easy to add different kind of representations for a formula

and to provide different ways of editing it. This also makes using JOME to display or

edit formulas in another Java application extremely simple (in an environment such

as Symantec Visual Cafe" or IBM Visual Age, the integration work can be carried out

completely through the graphical interface).

11
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Figure 5 Symantec Visual Cafe
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Another example that is using semantic concept in design is on the ERDraw: An

XML-based ER-Diagram drawing and translation tool. This tool is developed to

support drawing ER-diagrams in a graphical fashion. The tool incorporates object

oriented technology, XML and the relational database theory. Semantic drawing tool

and verification process guarantee the semantic correctness of ER-diagrams. So, the

automatic translation from the ER-diagrams to relational data schemas is practically

useful.

Figure 6 ERDraw

The semantic concept eases the user during the process of using the drawing tool.

With this concept the user does not need to properly arrange the objects; these objects

are automatically arranged themselves and go to the correct area. Compared to the

non-semantic tool, the user will have to carefully place the object to the desired

space, whereby using a mouse wouldtaketime.

This semantic concept has been very useful in the designing process andthisconcept

is used in the project of designing the clothes.

13



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Procedure Identification

3.1.1 Designing Methodology

Methodology plays an important role in completing a project. The purpose of having

methodology is to maintain and ensure system development life cycle consistency.

This methodology applied in developing systems to ensure the system meet their

expectations in term of functionality, cost or delivery schedule. There are several

models of methodology that usually implemented in developing system such as

waterfall model which is the best - known, top-down and bottom up design,

prototyping model and re-usedbased development.

For this project, methodology that is used is the modification of the waterfall model.

The methodology is the most applicable to this project requirements and time

constraints. The time constraints is the reason to implement this methodology as the

project is limited to only eight weeks from the week of project proposal approved.

Thus, the project has to be completed within this limited time.

14



3.2 Development Methodology

Planning and
Functional

Analysis1 "

Design

/;. ;:i&J#$r^;K;

p

' r

•

Programming

1 '

Test and

debug

Documentation

Figure7 Development Methodology

As shown inFigure 5 above, there are sixphases included inthis methodology.
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3.2.1 Planningandfunctional analysis

This methodology starts with planning and functional analysis. These activities are

important since this will affect the whole development of the product. A good
requirement planning and analysis will lead to smooth development process and good
end product. During this phase, the entire requirements for conducting the project will
be defined and analyzed. This phase isthen divided into two sections which are doing

designing and research phase. These two phases can be completed together because
of its related to each other. The phase is about finding the best requirement for the

intended project.

3.2.2 Research

Research is continuous phase that need to be done during the whole project

development. The research is done on the topic ofE-commerce and Semantic concept
that is applied to the project development. Mostly, research is done through findings

on the Internet.

3.2.3 Design

Design phase is where activities involved including establishing and designing
website navigation flow, storyboard and database design.

16



3.2.3.1 Websitenavigationflow

Main Login » Personalize

page

Update

i i i i

View

collection
> Register

Design

i L

1 '

Order

Figure 8 Planned website navigation flow

From the main site of the website, the user need to login or register for the new user.

Then it will direct to the personalized page for respective user. From this personalized

page, which isthe home page for the website, user can update their personal details,

view all the collections of clothes available, design their own clothes and finally may

order their desired clothes.

3.2.3.2 Storyboard

Storyboard used to illustrate how the interface ofthe website is going to be look like

before it can be developed. Storyboard is designed based on the research that is done

on the e-commerce where target user is analyzed. This is to ensure that the design of

the website interface will be perfectly match to the target user.

17



3.2.3.3 Database design

Register info

1.0

Confirmed order
7.0

Confirm

Order

Register Register details Order summary

C 10

Login
Login detail:

Login info

3.0

Update Update info
Dl Member

Login info

4.0

Design Design info
D2 Collection

5.0

Login infp
Order Order info

*• D3 Order

Figure 9 Data Flow Diagram Level 0

Order fact

6.0

Produce

Order Info

Order details

For the first time users, they need to register in order to navigate the web pages. For

those who have already register, they need to login. After key in the login

information, user may update their persona! details, design their clothes and make

order. All the information will be store into the particular data store.



[ 3.1 1
Personal Update

personal

details

Personal

data details

• •

Member

kv

Measurement

j.2

Measurement
Update figure
measurements

info details

Figure 10 Data Flow Diagram Level 1

Tn the update process, it is divided into two smaller processes which are update

personals details and update figure measurements. The information is stored in the

member data store.

3.2.4 Programming

From designing phase, next is programming. For the whole project, this is most

crucial part. Programming requires most of time and it need full attention. During this

phase, work will carefully monitor to ensure the intended end-product successfully

created. All the web flow is followed as what have been designed to ensure the

intended end-product. The development of the website is fully coded using DHTML,

PHP and JavaScript for the interface and flow of the website. For the database,

MySQL is chose as it perfectly matches with PFIP, while Apache is chosen as the

server and for the development tool, Macromedia Dreamweaver MX is used.

19



3.2. S Test and Debug

Test and debug phase is related with programming phase. This is phase where product

testing is performed. If there are problems or errors detect, it will be debugged and if

needed, it will go back the previous phase. Sometimes, if needed, it can go back the

design phase.This to make sure problem will be solvesand then test again. Since the

testing run for parts by parts of the project, error will be easy to detect and when

testing part successfully completed, then the part by part will be integrated into a

system.

3.2.6 Documentation

Documentation is the closing phase. At this phase, all documentation related to the

project finalizes and presentation will be conducted.

3.3 Tools and requirements required

3.3.1 Software

i. Windows XP

ii. Microsoft Office 2003

iii. Macromedia Dreamweaver MX

iv. Adobe Photoshop 7.0

v. Apache

vi.PHP

vii. MySQL

20



3.3.2 Hardware

i. Notebook with Pentium® M, 1.6 GHz, 512 RAM and 60G HDD

ii. Operating System: Microsoft Windows XP Professional Service Pack 2

21



CHAPTER 4

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The website has been developed using Macromedia Dreamweaver MX. Programming

language that used are PHP, DHTML and JavaScript. MySQL is used as the database

while Apache used as the server. From the research that has been done, there is none

of the available websites online provide tailoring service that enable the user to create

their own design. Those online clothing stores are only selling their ready-made

clothes. With traditional way, customers need to go to tailors to order custom-made

clothes, but normally good tailor are often located far from home. So, this website

comes up with the capability for the users to create their own design using design aid

tool. Having the service provide over the internet will be a cost effective way for the

customer to reach the preferred tailors. Online tailoring also give benefit to the tailor

as they can obtain for larger market and therefore create greater profits.

E-commerce and semantic concepts are combined together in order to provide a better

service of tailoring online. Drag and drop function has been integrated into the system

as to ease the user during the process of designing the clothes. This function has been

chosen as the design aid tool in order to reduce difficulties for the user to do their

design. It is not feasible to draw the design using mouse as it is hard to do and the

output design will not be as expected design. With drag and drop function, user just

have to choose the style they want and combine them together to create their desired

design. However, this function will limit the user creativity in designing the clothes.

22



4.1 The E-tailoring Website

From the main page of the website, user need to login, or register for the first time

user. In the registration page, the input validation is implemented. This is to avoid

data entry error which might create problem after registration. If there is any input

error, the error message will be displayed and the data has to be change in order to

succeed in the registration process.

-ft) Done

Figure 11 Registration for New User
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•£j E-Tailoring with DrawingTools •

File Edit Jsew Favorites Tools Help

•^(Done ***} Local oitranet

Figure 12 Data entry checking
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Once the user have successfully registered, the user need to login and this will direct

to the personalized main page. At this page, user may update their personal details;

view ail the collections available on the server site; create their own design; and

perform online ordering for the clothes. For update details, the may update their basic

personal information and also can update their figure measurements.

Figure 13 Personalized page

25



For update figure measurements, this website comes out with the illustrations on how

to do the figure measurement. This illustration displayed in a popup window as to

make more user-friendly as the user does not need to navigate to another page for the

illustration.

"H Local mtranet

Figure 14 Popup Window for Figure Measurements Illustration
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Existing collection of design can be viewed at the collection page. The user has to

mouse point on the thumbnail then the larger sized image will be displayed.
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Figure 15 Viewing collection
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This is the page where the user can create their own design by select the options of

design provided. In this project, only sample images are added. Shown below are the

images of the sleeve, neck and body that have been combined together. For this

prototype, they are only few designs available for the designing the custom-designed

clothes.
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Figure 16 Drag and Drop Design Tool
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Finally, the user may perform online ordering system using the order form provided.

This order form only contains the drop down menu, where the users need to choose

their design, and the amount of the clothes they want. Other information such as date

order and the persona! information can be retrieved automatically from the database.

Figure 17 Order Form
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4.2 Problems encounter during development

During the process of developing the prototype there are several problems occurred.

Due to time constraints, the semantic concept in the drag and drop function is not yet

fully functional. More time is needed in order complete the semantic function of drag

and drop.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.1 Conclusion

As the conclusion, this project, tailoring website, offers the users to design and order

custom-designed clothes. The drag anddrop function is used where users maychoose

the parts of the clothes and combined them together to create new designed clothes.

However the drag and drop function is not fully functional due to time constraints.

Semantic concept is not yet implemented to the function. Using the website, user can

view the collections of ready made and custom-designed clothes through the internet.

The process of tailoring now can be done on the internet instead of going to a tailor

shop. This way, it will benefit the customers, as they can reach their favorite tailors

wherever they are located. While for the tailors, they can enlarge their market range

in the tailoring businesses.

5.2 Recommendation

For further enhancements of the project, 3D illustration for the design and figure

measurement illustrations can be integrated to the website. With this, customer may

have clearer view on the design the created and may have clearer idea on how to

perform the figure measurements. Having more flexible design aid tool can give the

user freedom in creating their design, so that, it will not restrict their creativity. Other

recommendations includes a software integrated to the website to capture user's

picture and create a 3-D model ofthe user wearing the designed clothes
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